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Who needs a spoonful of sugar to make the medicine go down when professional
nanny Barbara Rodriguez has tips to make the medicine go away? In The Organic
Nanny's Guide to Raising Healthy Kids, Rodriguez shows parents some simple lifestyle
changes that can help them dramatically improve the well-being of their children. As a
nanny, Rodriguez has seen some disturbing trends—toxic foods, childhood obesity,
insomnia, and a lack of communication between parents and children. Her advice?
Nutritious food and natural remedies to resolve chronic health and behavior issues. The
Organic Nanny's Guide to Raising Healthy Kids will help parents put their children on a
more natural track and give them a childhood to remember.
#1 New York Times bestseller Who is the greatest dunker of all time? Which version of
the Michael Jordan was the best Michael Jordan? What is allowed and absolutely not
allowed in a game of pickup basketball? Basketball (and Other Things) presents
readers with a whole new set of pivotal and ridiculous fan disputes from basketball
history, providing arguments and answers, explained with the wit and wisdom that is
unique to Shea Serrano. Serrano breaks down debates that NBA fans didn’t even
know they needed, from the classic (How many years during his career was Kobe
Bryant actually the best player in the league?) to the fantastical (If you could assign
different values to different shots throughout basketball history, what would they be and
why?). With incredible art from Arturo Torres, this book is a must-have for anyone who
has ever stayed up late into the night debating basketball’s greatest moments, what-ifs,
stories, and legends, or for those who are discovering the mythology of basketball for
the first time.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology
and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future
is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help
make it better.
A college basketball coach gambles on bending the N.C.A.A.'s rules in order to recruit
three sensational high school stars. Original. Movie tie-in.
The new full-colour Rough Guide to Chile is the ultimate travel guide to this fascinating
country, with expert coverage of all the best attractions, suggested itineraries to help
you plan your trip and evocative photos that bring the destination to life. Discover the
highlights of this year-round destination with the latest information on trekking in Parque
National Torres del Paine, wine tasting in the Central Valleys, exploring intriguing
Easter Island and star-gazing in San Pedro de Atacama. Enjoy incisive, up-to-date
reviews of the best accommodation, restaurants, bars, clubs and shops for all budgets,
and detailed practical advice on Chile's diverse outdoor activities, from rafting the
mighty Río Futaleufú to horse riding around Santiago. With comprehensive colour maps
and expert information on the country's superb food and drink, culture, history, art and
architecture, The Rough Guide to Chile will ensure you don't miss a thing. Make the
most of your time with The Rough Guide to Chile.
The new full-colour Rough Guide to Chile is the ultimate travel guide to this fascinating
country, with expert coverage of all the best attractions, suggested itineraries to help
you plan your trip and evocative photos that bring the destination to life. Discover the
highlights of this year-round destination with the latest information on trekking in Parque
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National Torres del Paine, wine tasting in the Central Valleys, exploring intriguing
Easter Island and star-gazing in San Pedro de Atacama. Enjoy incisive, up-to-date
reviews of the best accommodation, restaurants, bars, clubs and shops for all budgets,
and detailed practical advice on Chile's diverse outdoor activities, from rafting the
mighty Río Futaleufú to horse riding around Santiago. With comprehensive colour maps
and expert information on the country's superb food and drink, culture, history, art and
architecture, The Rough Guide to Chile will ensure you don't miss a thing. Originally
published in print in 2012. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Chile.
Now available in ePub format.
The Rough Guide to Southeast Asia on a Budget is the ultimate guide for budgetconscious independent travellers visiting this fascinating region. Updated by young,
enthusiastic writers, the guide has detailed practical information that will help readers
make the most of their time and money, whether it's taking a slow boat down the
Mekong, or catching the "Jungle Railway" through Malaysia's interior. Our extensive
coverage includes all of the most popular Southeast Asian destinations, alongside less
"discovered" places, with information on getting off the beaten track - whether to hike
through the rainforest, visit remote hill tribes or just find a quiet stretch of white sand.
The itineraries provide a great starting point for travellers to the region, while the
"Ideas" section focuses on some of the region's many highlights, illustrated by beautiful
photographs. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Southeast Asia on a
Budget. Now available in PDF format.
Your no-nonsense, consumer-oriented guide to Disney’s Cruise Line The Unofficial
Guide to the Disney Cruise Line by Erin Foster with Len Testa and Ritchey Halphen
describes the best of Disney’s ships and itineraries, including a couple of stellar
restaurants, top-notch children’s activities, and Castaway Cay, one of the best vacation
islands in the Caribbean. The book also lists which on-board entertainment and
restaurants should be skipped, including recommendations on what to do instead.
Along the way, this indispensable travel companion shows how to save money; choose
the right stateroom, ship, and itinerary; and get to and from the cruise with ease. The
guide also provides full coverage of the Disney-run European river cruises and includes
itinerary and port guides.
The Varaki family run the local grocery store, but tragedy hits the family hard. The
sudden death of the matriarch of the clan is followed by the favourite son's death in
Korea. The teenage daughter falls in with a bad crowd and there's also the other son,
Walter, who has been dipping into the till to fund his escape from Doris, his sharptongued wife. Then there are the villains ... When their lives intersect the action builds
to a bloody and explosive conclusion ...
Describes the amenities and destinations of a Disney Cruise Line vacation.
San Juan National Forest, Aspen, Vail, Mesa Verde National Park, Sangre de Cristo
Mountains, Denver, Boulder, Colorado Sorings, Telluride, Durango - plus all the smaller
towns and attractions. Accommodations, restaurants, shopping for every budget. Plus
hiking, biking, horseback riding, skiing, backpacking, with all the details on where to do
it, the outfitters and guides. Everything you need to know. Photos and maps throughout.
The Rough Guide to Southeast Asia on a Budget is the ultimate guide for budgetconscious independent travellers visiting this fascinating region. Updated by young,
enthusiastic writers, the guide has detailed practical information that will help readers
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make the most of their time and money, whether it's taking a slow boat down the
Mekong, or catching the "Jungle Railway" through Malaysia's interior. Our extensive
coverage includes all of the most popular Southeast Asian destinations, alongside less
"discovered" places, with information on getting off the beaten track - whether to hike
through the rainforest, visit remote hill tribes or just find a quiet stretch of white sand.
The itineraries provide a great starting point for travellers to the region, while the
"Ideas" section focuses on some of the region's many highlights, illustrated by beautiful
photographs. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Southeast Asia on a
Budget. Now available in ePub format.
Your no-nonsense, consumer-oriented guide to Disney’s Cruise Line The Unofficial Guide to
the Disney Cruise Line by Len Testa with Erin Foster, Laurel Stewart, and Ritchey Halphen
describes the best of Disney’s ships and itineraries, including a couple of stellar restaurants,
top-notch children’s activities, and Castaway Cay, one of the best vacation islands in the
Caribbean. The book also lists which on-board entertainment and restaurants should be
skipped, including recommendations on what to do instead. Along the way, this indispensable
travel companion shows how to save money; choose the right stateroom, ship, and itinerary;
and get to and from the cruise with ease. The guide also provides full coverage of the Disneyrun European river cruises and includes itinerary and port guides.
In the mood for a Summer Hummer? How about a French Flirt or a Neon Nexus? or Maybe
even a Sin City Slider? This book includes these and 150 more cool cocktails for a
crowd—everything from classics like Sangría, Martinis, and Manhattans, to newer favorites like
Kamikazes and Mudslides, to international raves such as Brazil’s Caipirinha and Cuba’s
Mojito, not to mention liquor-free variations. Plus, there’s information on mixing techniques,
ingredients, equipment, and glassware, hangover helpers, tips on party food for non-cooks,
and a user-friendly index that lists recipes by ingredients. Serving pitcher drinks is an
ingeniously effortless way to entertain and still have fun at your own party. It’s an idea whose
time has come—in fact, it’s long overdue. No doubt about it, a premixed pitcher of drinks is a
huge asset to any gathering. Making individual cocktails not only takes time, but removes you
from the action. So mix up a batch of pitcher drinks and join in the party. They’re stylish, fun,
and easy, and they definitely take the angst out of entertaining!
Blue Chips
[This] beautiful book turns craft into wearable art. Using black-and-white diagrams to clarify
procedures, [Benson] introduces two types of beadwork: needle weaving, in which beads are
threaded together; and card stitching, in which beads are sewn directly onto a backing of
lightweight cardboard or construction paper....More than 40 gorgeous projects. A splendid
book.”—Booklist. "A visual feast."—Shuttle, Spindle & Dyepot. Ann Benson, one of America’s
foremost bead artisans, offers an array of eye-catching projects for beaded jewelry and
accessories, all created from the surprisingly simple technique of beadweaving and showcased
in gorgeous full-page photographs. The patterns and instructions for 50 of her most
spectacular pieces use two basic methods: needleweaving, a style similar to crocheting, and
bead card stitching, in which beads are sewn directly onto a patterned card. Ranging in style
from Southwestern to Far Eastern, and Art Deco to Victorian, the projects include shimmering
topaz earrings, a richly patterned Oriental carpet purse, a delicate ribbon pin, an exquisite
purple floral belt, and much more. Every project highlights the beads’ exciting colors, shapes,
sizes, and textures.
Describes the advantages and disadvantages of mutual funds as an investment, and offers
advice on selecting a mutual fund
The only work to date to collect data gathered during the American and Soviet missions in an
accessible and complete reference of current scientific and technical information about the
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Moon.

Dr. James Beckett, the world's leading expert on sports card collecting, slamdunks the competition with his newly updated guide to collectible basketball
cards. Here are complete listings of every card issued from 1948 to 1997,
featuring such series as Collector's Choice, Finest, Flair, Fleer, Hoops, Jam
Session, Skybox, SP Championship, Stadium Club, Star, Topps, Ultra, and more.
Photos throughout.
All the most important science topics for kids, from magnets and sound waves to
how planes and cars work, are simply explained in this fun and informative
illustrated STEM book for children in grades 1 through 6. First How Things Work
Encyclopedia covers everything a child needs to know. It follows the curriculum
for grades 1 through 6 and provides a strong foundation for science and STEM
learning through the rest of the school years. It's the perfect homework help book
to support children as they begin to learn about how things work in the world
around them.
An essential reference book for sixties music lovers, this encyclopedic overview
includes detailed chart statistics and biographical information for eighty
songwriters and covers around two thousand songs, some of which are among
the greatest ever written.
"Comprehensive . . .well organized . . . should be carried in every glove
compartment of every car that traverses Connecticut highways."—Journal
Inquirer, Manchester, Connecticut Welcomed and praised by newspapers across
the state, Explorer’s Guide Connecticut gives visitors and residents alike detailed
descriptions of attractions and little-known tips about the Nutmeg State. Veteran
travel writers Barnett Laschever and Andi Marie Cantele again bring you
authoritative advice on what to see, where to eat, and where to stay in the new
edition of this trusted guide. Covering the state from the mountains in the north to
the long and varied coastline in the south, from cities to backroads, this revised
and expanded edition features extensive descriptions and detailed maps to guide
readers effortlessly along many pleasant journeys for individual travelers and
families. Historic and exciting Mystic Seaport, the rich collections of the Yale
University museums, beach and skiing trips, and the many state forests and
parks of Connecticut are just a handful of the attractions covered. Regional and
downtown maps feature helpful icons and indicate places that are wheelchairaccessible, pet- and family-friendly, and of other special value. Features include:
an alphabetical "What's Where" subject guide to aid in trip plan; regional and
downtown maps; handy icons that point out family-friendly attractions, wheelchair
access, special value, and lodgings that accept pets.
Detailed analyses of the seventy-five largest and fastest growing companies in
the New York region accompany capsule profiles of 750 of the biggest public and
private companies in the metropolitan area, along with employment data, contact
names and phone numbers, product lists, and more.
This in-depth companion guide celebrates movies centered on sports-oriented
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stories, characters, events, or backdrops, complete with more than 200 black-andwhite movie stills.
The Little Bookroom Guide to New York City with Children focuses on what parents with good
taste want to know: how to see New York City in a child-centered way… without passing up any
of the city’s sophisticated food, sights, or shops just because the kids are along. Organized
around EAT, PLAY, SHOP, and STAY, the authors take you to well-known museums and
attractions, but also take you out of tourist-thronged Midtown and into corners of the city that
New Yorkers themselves love to take their children. They share strategies for must-sees that
can easily overwhelm (the dazzling but daunting Metropolitan Museum of Art, Chinatown,
Chelsea Market) and share the offbeat and little known places their own kids love (a matzoh
factory, a classic film showing, a chance to dance with ballerinas). Chicken tenders?
Fuggedaboutit! The authors take you to the hip food truck scene, to world-class restaurants
that welcome children (one has a $5 noodle bowl for kids that’s under the radar), to word-ofmouth neighborhood favorites that only the locals frequent, and offer an array of delectable
options in every part of town, at every price. Shopping in NYC is like nowhere else: you can
find cool kids clothes and toys that make unforgettable souvenirs of an unforgettable trip.
Even Flow is an action-packed novel, cinematic, funny, and provocative. It is a fable wrapped
inside a thriller, Germaine Greer crossed with Kurt Cobain crossed with Dirty Harry and he is
just the first. The 3W Gang are regular guys. They believe society needs balance enforced
karma through selective, brutal punishment of misogynists and homophobes. Wilde, Waters,
and Whitman are inspired by revolutionaries and feminists, art and irony. They are the grunge
vibe made flesh and made angry: cool, witty, sexy and dangerous. Hunting them is a gay
detective, determined to see justice done but getting more morally ambivalent as he s drawn
into their world. It is time for an Even Flow.
The Unofficial Guide to the Disney Cruise Line is your no-nonsense, consumer-oriented guide
to Disney's cruise vacations. We'll point out the best of Disney's ships and itineraries, including
a couple of stellar restaurants, top-notch children's activities, and Castaway Cay, one of the
best vacation islands in the Caribbean. We'll also tell you which on-board entertainment and
restaurants should be skipped, including what to do instead. Along the way we'll show you how
to save money, choose the right stateroom, ship, and itinerary, and how to get to and from your
cruise with ease.
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